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Intro:  [Fadd9 F | Fadd9 F | Gm11 G11 | Gm11 G11] 
  [Bbsus2 | C11/G | Fadd9 F | Fadd9 F] At 
 

[Fadd9] times they seem so [F] heavy these  
[Fadd9] feet I call my [F] own… the  
[Gm11] road ahead a [G11] ladder … my  
[Gm11] pack a bag of [G11] stone 
[Bbsus2] Always you beside me [C11/G] you lighten every  
[Fadd9] low [F | Fadd9 F] At 
 

[Fadd9] times it seems it's [F] raining  
wher[Fadd9]ever I walk [F] to 
[Gm11] Always your [G11] umbrella  
[Gm11] above me as I [G11] mood…though the  
[Bbsus2] rain keeps falling [C11/G] …you dry my every  
[Fadd9] blue [F | Fadd9 F] 
 

Build: [BbM7] As justice is [Gm11] sacrificed to the  
 [F] daily grind [FM7/A   Gm11   F]    
 [Gm11] and its peace is [FM7/A] harder and [Gm11] harder to  
 [Fadd9] find [F | Fadd9 F] Ooh..it's  

 [Bb] occurred to me [Csus2] you're my justice in  
 

Chorus: dis[Fadd9]guise [F | Fadd9] you are my [F] truth among their 
 [Gm11] lies [G11 | Gm11] your lovin' [G11] sets my world to 
 [Bbsus2] rights and with you by my  
 [C11/G] side … justice in my  
 [Fadd9] life [F | Fadd9 F] 

 

Bridge:  [BbM7i] No [Am7] justice 
  [Gm7] No peace of [F] mind [Gm11   FM7/A] 
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 [BbM7i] When I'm [Am7] treated unjustly  
 [Gm] you are my justice [Csus2] … you're my justice in 
 dis[Fadd9]guise  [F | Fadd9 F] 

 

Solo: [BbM7 | Gm11 | F | FM7/A  Gm11  F] 
  [Gm11 | FM7/A Gm11 | Fadd9 F | Fadd9 F]  ... So 
 

[Fadd9] next time I'm com[F]plaining  
a[Fadd9]bout the world at [F] large...I'm 
[Gm11] feeling sort of [G11] slighted  
[Gm11] by this meager [G11] start 
[Bbsus2] Turn to me your smile... re[C11/G]mind me what you  
[Fadd9 F] are [F] …you are my justice in 
 

Chorus: dis[Fadd9]guise [F | Fadd9] you are my [F] truth among their 
 [Gm11] lies [G11 | Gm11] your loving [G11] sets my world to 
 [Bbsus2] rights and with you by my  
 [C11/G] side … justice in my  
 [Fadd9] life [F | Fadd9] you are my [F] justice in
 dis[Fadd9]guise [F | Fadd9] you are my [F] truth among their 
 [Gm11] lies [G11 | Gm11] your loving [G11] sets my world to 
 [Bbsus2] rights and with you by my 
 [C11/G] side …justice in my 
 [Fadd9] life [F | Fadd9 F] The justice in my 

  [Gm11] life [G11 | Gm11 G11] Is justice in  
  dis[Bbsus2]guise [C11/G (A) (Bb) | F] 

 
***Capo 1st Fret*** 

Fadd9 [024100] F [022100] Gm11 [x44200] G11 [x44100] 
Bbsus2 [x02200] C11/G [202200] BbM7 [x02120] FM7/A[466400] 
Bb [577655] Csus2 [x24422] BbM7i [x04432] Am7 [464444] 
Gm7 [242222] Gm [244222]   

 


